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A MICROECONOMETRIC MODEL OF THEHEALTH CARE
SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES*
BY DONALD E.YETr,LEONARD DRABEK, MICHAEL D. INTRILIGATOR
AND LARRY J. KIMBELL
A niirceconometric model of the health care system of the UnitedStates was estimated by app! i'ing
econometric techniques to extensice data. The model treats the microanalytic heharior ofindiriduals and
institutions comprising the health care svsu'm, and is structured in terms offire submodels pertaining to
consumers, hospital and physician services, physician andnonphysician manpower. In each submodel
there is an economic market on which demands and supplies from theindmriduals and institutions interact
and on which the allocation of resources is determined. A detailed treatmentof participant attributes
facilitates studyofthe distributional impactsofalternative policies.
1. INTRODUCTION
Experience in the United States with Medicare, Medicaid, and otherFederal
programs clearly demonstrates theneed to take account of factors affecting
health services supply as well as demand in formulatingand executing national
health manpower policies. The research summarizedin this paper is part of an
effort under way at the Human ResourcesResearch Center (1-IRRC) to develop
a microsimulationmodel of the U.S. health care system which will permitforecasts
which take into account the complex interrelationsbetween the demand for and
supply of health services and health manpower.t
Major Federal programs affecting the health care systemof the United States,
such as Medicare and Medicaid, have beenlaunched with very imperfect forecasts
of their likely impacts on the entire system.While it was obvious that health services
utilization by the poor and the elderly would bedirectly affected, neither the mag-
nitude of their responses, nor, more importanOy,the impacts upon the rest of the
entire health care system were accuratelyforecasted. But clearly, to make adequate
forecasts of the system response requires anexplicit treatment of all major com-
ponentshealth services supplies, andhealth manpower demands and supplies.
In this respect we share the viewexpressed by Feldstein and Friedman (1974)
as follows:
A serious weakness of allprevious microsimulation studies of national
health insurance.. has been the neglectof the supply and price response to
national health insurance.. .Most of the debate about the effects ofnational
health insurance has focused on theuncertainty about the responsiveness of
household demand. The current studyshows that our uncertainty about
supply response may be even moreimportant.t
The research reported in this paper wassupported, in part, by the Division of ManpowerIn-
telligence, Bureau of Health ManpowerEducation under Contract NIH 71-4065.
t For a detailed description of theconceptualization of the model see Yett, Drabck,Intriligator,
and Kimbell (1970).
Feldstein and Friedman (Forthcoming).
407We refer to our model as a "rnicroeconometrjc" or"microsjmuJatjon
model because we have followed the tradition of Orcutt and his Colleagueswho
start by explaining the behavior of representative individual participants(eg
consumers, firms) and then reach predictions about the entire system byexplicitly
aggregating over these individual predictions.* Accordingly, we sharetheir
emphasis on the distributional impacts of public policy On SpeCifiC typesof persons
or firms (e.g., elderly white females, small voluntary hospitals, solo Pediatricians).
Distributional impacts can only be addressed very crudely and indirectlyUsing
macroeconometric approaches, but can be easily studied usingmieroeconometric approaches. Another natural advantage of this approach is that itcan readily
exploit economic theory that concentrates on individual behavioralunits. its
rarely the case that relationships which are postulated to hold foreach of many
individuals will necessarily imply that the same relationship will holdfor aggrega.
tive variables.f Alternatively, the "aggregation problem" usuallyimplies that one
can only assert "analogous" relationships, not ones rigorously andexplicitly
derived from microanalytic foundations. The obvious disadvantageof the micro.
econometric approach is that it is more demanding in terms of data,estimation
and validation4 Furthermore, the empirical results foraggregate variables may
turn out to be similar to those identified by "analogous"macrorelationships.
Another model which resembles ours in certain technicalways is the Detroit
Prototype of the NBER Urban Simulation Model.H Althoughthe phenomena
being simulated are quite different, both models attemptto deal with large sets
of participants by modeling their demandsor supplies of services, the resulting
market interactions and, therefore, theprocess of resource allocation by explicit
microanalytic simulation, Both are policy-orientedoperational tools in the early
stages of development. Each is primarily basedon large cross-sectional data
files, and each generates substantial detail indepicting the processes at workin
the sector studied. Each has been made feasible bythe rapid advances incomputer
technology for the statistical estimation oflarge numbers of relationshipsusing
large files and for simulation of the complexevents taking place. Neither model
resembles in these respects themacroeconometric models that were developedin the sixties, not even the so-called"large-scale" macroeconometricmodels, such as the BrookingsSSRC model.
It is not surprising, therefore,that the technical problemsencountered in the development of the NBER DetroitPrototype model parallel thosewe have en-
countered. These difficulties includelack of adequate price data,especially severe regarding the problem ofcross-price elasticity estimation whenthe number of
* See Guthrie, Orcuit, Caidwell.and Peabody (1972) and Orcutt,Greenberger, Korbel and Rivlin (1961).
tcf. Theil (1954) who showsthis even for the simplestcase of linear relationships. We have found that thecomputation cost differential between theconstruction and use of our microeconometric model of the healthcare system (discussed here) andour macroeconometric model [discussed elsewhere,see Yett, ei at. (1974)1 is negligible. Onereason is that our microeconometric model uses expected values forindividual types of persons,not Monte Carlo random number generation (e.g., we use the especied [mean]patient visit rate forpoor white females aged 30 to obstetricians for given prices, rather than a draw froma complete probability distribution), lithesample size is large enough to give reliable results, thenthe average value of many randomdrawings will be very close to the expected value under the conditionspresent in our model. A detailedcomparison olthe two approaches is presented in Yen, Drabek,Intriligator, and Kimbell (1970).
See Ingram, Kain andGinn (1972).
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Salternative products is considerably largerthan the two-good textbookexamples.t
Problems of model "validation" arealso shared, since a model thatis very specific
in its behavioral implicationsfor each of many phenomena.for each of many
years, cannot possiblybe accurate for each and everyprediction made. In par-
ticular, "the" accuracy of an ambitiousmodel cannot be addressed with thesimple
concepts which may describethe accuracy of single equationmodels (e.g., the
R-square of a single regressionequation model provides a niuchabused scalar
measure of "fit"). Evenif the model depicts many relationshipsquite well, there
are so manypredictions attempted that there are always somethat do not work
well initially. An excellentintroduction to the problems ofmodel evaluation is
provided by Dhrymes and hiscolleagues.t
Work to date on the development ofthe IIRRC MicrosimulatiOflModel
has been guided by severalconsiderationsin particular, the constraintsimposed
by currently available dataand the difficulties inherent inempirically implementing
certain theoretical constructs evenwhen adequate data are at hand.We adopted
as our research strategythe implementation of a prototypecontaining most of the
basic features of the full-scalemodel, rather than concentrating onthe refinement
of individual sectors in isolationfrom the rest of the system. Inthis manner, we
are now in aposition to evaluate the desirability,and likely consequences,of
further developing each sector.Finally, at all stages of the research wetried never
to lose sight of thefact that the intended use of themodel is for policy analysis.
The resulting model has severalunique features. it incorporates numerous
feedback mechanisms which allowthe effects of a change in onesector to be trans-
mitted over time to other sectorsof the health care system.Thus, for example,
when it is used to simulate theimpacts of alternative NationalHealth Insurance
proposals, the results will reflect notonly the configurations ofthe services supply
and manpower sectors butalso the linkages betweenthem.t
The remainder of the paperis organized into three sections.The first presents
an overview ofthe prototype model anddescribes each of its interrelatedsub-
models. The second reports theresults of an historical simulation runfor the
hospital sector, and outlines ourplans for further research.The third reports some
preliminary conclusions.
2. DEscRIPTION OF TIlEMODEL
2.1. Overview
The HRRC PrototypeMicrosimulatiOn Model consistsof five major com-
ponents or submodels.Each submodel is largelyself-contained from a computer
programming standpoint. Thatis, in developing theoverall model, each submodel
* As Ingram. ci al. express it, "The difficulty0r devising an operational, yettheoretically defensible,
technique of forming prices in adynamic context may have beenthe greatest single obstacle tothe
development of a market modelof housing choice and residencelocation' [emphasis added]. Our
experience has also been that itis relatively simple to develop anabstract, genera! equilibrium,theoretical
model of resource allocation, butit is much more ambitious tofind robust operational content to
implement this theoretical vision.
t See Dhrymes, et al. (1972).
By contrast, Wilensky andHollahan (1972) present adetailed study of the impacts ofNih
proposals on consumer demandassuming a perfectly elasticsupply of medical care resources.
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Swas coded and "debugged" in isolation from the rest of the model. Moreover,
in some instances it is efficient to perform experiments bymanipulating the relevant
submodel before allowing its effects to be transmittedto the rest of the model.
Figure 1 illustrates the overall model and the role played byeach submodel.
The first submodel generates a population ofconsumers or individuals who
demand medical services. The computerprogram outputs annual estimates
of the nation's population subdivided into cells accordingto the attributes age,
sex, race, and income. This is accomplished by annually updatingan initial popula-
tion in response to exogenously determined birth, death and immigrationrates.
The second submodel involves a similar computerprogram which generates
a population of physicians, providing annual estimates of the stock of MDs
subdivided into cells according to their age, specialty, andtype of professional
activity. Since U.S. and foreign medical school graduates differ dramatically
in terms of their attribute distributions separate computer subroutinesare used
to generate the populations ofthe two types of physicians. The formerare influenced
by the volume of graduates from the nation's medical schools and physiciandeaths.
The latter are influenced by net migration.
The two submodels which project the population ofconsumers and physicians
over time are run first. Output from these submodels is then used as input to the
other three submodels. This reflects our current simplifying assumption that these
populations affect the rest of the health care system butare not affected by the
processes endogenous to the other submodels.
Alter the consumer and physician submodels generate their respective
populations, the physician services submodel computes: (i) the demands by each
consumer group for patient visits from physicians in private practice and hospital-
based clinics; (ii) the supply of patient visits by MDs in office-based practice;
and (iii) their demands for aides (i.e., non-physician manpower). The discrepancy
between demand by consumers and supply by physicians leads to adjustments in
the prices of patient visits, which, in turn, affect the solution of the submodel in
the next period (year).
The fourth submodel computes the demands by each consumergroup for
patient days at short-term and long-term hospitals. More precisely, the number of
patient days is derived from separate equations for the admissions and average
length of stay for each cell. Hospitals are characterized by ownership and bed size.
Skilled nursing homes are included as a type of long-stay hospital. Hospital
demands for non-physician manpower are based on patient days and outpatient
visits to clinics and emergency rooms (determined by the previous submodel).
The price of hospital care is primarily dependent upon labor and non-labor
costs and the occupancy rate of hospitals. Over time the supply of hospital capacity,
as measured by the number of hospital beds, adjusts to changes in the volume of
patient demands.
The filth submodel computes the supply of non-physician manpower. The
routine for generating the stock of registered nurses is similar to the physician
submodel, hut the supply of RNs is influenced by the changes in their wage rates.
Because of data limitations, the supply of licensed practical nurses (LPNs) and
allied health professionals is presently treated as exogenous. The supply of other
personnel is also exogenous to the model, but for a different reason. The supply
411of such manpower (e.g., clerks, secretaries, janitors, etc.) islargelyexogen05 to the health care system itself and, thus, in the model t is assumedto be perfect
elastic. The manpower demands by physicians and lR)spitIJs
together withthe supply of manpower, are used to adjust wage rates for RNs,LPNs andallied health professionals.
The solution of the third, fourth, and fifth SUhnOdC1SIS repeated inthe same sequence for each period (year) of the simulation.
22. Consumer Population Subinodel
The function of the consumer population submodelis to providedata on the composition of the population. Initially, weare only concerned y,'iththe impact of changes in the population on the demands for healthservices ThePresent sub model is sufficient for this purpose. In furtherresearch we intend todraw on the knowledge accumulated by demographers andeconomists who havedeveloped more sophisticated models of population generation.
As previously noted, the consumer populationprojection submodelemploys the expected value rather than the Monte Carloapproach tomicrosimulation in order to minimize computational complexityand cost. For eachyear the popula lion data are stored in 344 cells whichare derived from 86 agecohorts subdj%'ided by sex and race.t The first cohort includesbirths that occur duringthe previous year and the eighty-sixth cohort contains individualsof age eightyfiveand older. With this distribution establishedfor an initial year, thePopulation Of mdjvjdtiais for any succeedingyear is the joint distribution of theprevious year adjustedfor deaths, births and immigrationwhich take place withineach cohort duringthe period. Historical estimatesare used in simulating therecent past, whilenon- linear extrapolationsare employed in making projections.
Predicting the distribution ofincome over time isa formidable task,even though income distributionhas been the subject ofconsiderable economicanalysis at both the theoretical andempirical levels. In thecontext of the prototypemodel our primary concern wasto link the populationgeneration submodelto the National Center for HealthStatistics Health InterviewSurvey (HIS) dataon consumer utilization of healthservices. The HIS collectsdata on totalhousehold income from allsources and, in theprocessing of these data,individuals arc regarded as familymembers4 Bycontrast, other datasources such as the Census Bureau focuson total family incomeor on individual earnings.Our approachwas to calculate from theHIS data thepercentage distribution ofindivivals in each age/sex/race cohort forthree householdincome classes (lessthan $5,000, $5,000-
* As longas population isexogenous to the rest of themodel, it would be relativelyeasy to merge another submotjel withthe rest of our model.However there aresome important linkages concerning iliflesces and Conditionswhich we intendto ilitroduce in furtherresearch At that stage thecompatibility of our model withothers is less clear.
t The general population
submodel producesa more detailed age distributionthaii is currently used in the rest of themodel (i.e., thepopulation is aggregated into9 age groups to get thedemands for hospital and physicianservices) Neverthelessthis detail on theage distribution should be useful in the design ofexperimeaffecting healthservices utilization Moreoverthe output from this subniodel will eventually formthe basis for thedemand for health
professions education (e.g., thedemand for nurse education dependsto a considerable
eaterit on the number of 18year old females) tSee U.S.National Center forHealth Stat isties(1971).
412$9,999, $10,000 and over) as of1969.For the years 1960--1970, we also obtained
data on family income by race from the Current Population Survey.* The com-
puter program adjusts the HIS percentages for each cohort in each year using the
CPS data.
2.3. Physician Population Submodel
The physician population is characterized in our prototype model by the
attributes specialty, age, activity, domestic-foreign trained.t The fourteen special-
ties exhibited in Table 1 are the most common types of specialists, with no other
specialist type representing more than 2 percent of the stock of physicians4
Age is maintained at the one-year level of detail in order to facilitate annual up-
dating, since with one-year intervals each cohort simply moves to the next cell.
The activities represented are: (1) office-based practice, (2) interns and residents,
(3) full-time physician staff of hospitals, (4) other professional activity (i.e., medical
teaching, administration, research, and other), and (5) inactive.
Domestic vs. foreign medical school graduation is another attribute main-
tained in the population, since the activity choices of U.S. and foreign-trained
physicians are quite different.
The domestically-trained physician population in our prototype model is
characterized by the attributes age, activity, and specialty. It is advanced over time
by adding the projected number of new graduates, then applying to each cohort
physician-specific survivor and participation rates (both of which are higher than
those of the general white male population).
Perhaps the most difficult problem in projecting the active physician stock is
that of dealing with foreign medical school graduates (FMGs). This is true for a
number of reinforcing reasons. First, the data on gross flows to and from the U.S.
are poor by comparison with data on the stock of physicians. Second, the process
See U.S. Bureau of the Census (1972).
tCurrently only MDs are explicitly included. Eventually, data on DOs may be available which
would permit osteopaths to be included. This would constitute a relatively minor refinement since the
number of active osteopaths is small (11,381 in 1967) relative to the number of active MDs (294,072
in 1961). See U.S. Public Health Service (1969).
In our prototype model the number of physicians is exogenous to the physician services sub-
model since we assume that variations in the endogenous variables (e.g., physicians' fees) will not
alter significantly the number of physicians trained, immigrating to the U.S., dying or retiring. Sub-
sequent refinements of the model may enable us to improve upon the current specification. Specifically,
we are working on the problem of making specialty choice endogenous. This is not very important for
short-run projections since it would be a number of years before variations in residency choices would
impact significantly on the total stock of physician specialists.
Factors affecting specialty choice (and location of practice) are being studied in connection with
a related HRRC project under a grant from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. One initial finding
is that the specialty choice of recent medical school graduates does not appear to be significantly related
to the relative current incomes of various specialists. For example, for quite a few years pediatricians
have consistently repoitcd the lowest earnings among the five largest specialties, yet the number of
residents choosing this specialty has continually increased at a substantial rate.
II The prototype model assumes a constant life cycle activity selection for each specialty. However,
using constant activity rates for each age-specialty cell does not fix the overall activity distribution,
since, as each cohort matures, it also alters its activity patterns.
§ See Butter (1971) for a detailed description of the problems encountered in her attempt to obtain







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































fof simulating the migrations is generally harder than that of simulatingmortality.
Third, migrations are more subject to emigration policy decisions which are sub
stantially unrelated to health care issues, and can change quite abruptly.Fourth,
a number of foreign medical schoolgraduates are not foreign citizens, but are
U.S. citizens trained abroad.*
Given these difficulties, and lack of data on gross flows, we adoptedthe
approach of estimating the net increment to the stock and distributingthe new
increment across specialties and activities by a constant matrix ofpercentages.t
This matrix was a simple average of the percentage distribution of theexisting
stock of FMGs in 1970 and the estimated percentage distributionsof the new
increment of FMGs made by Butter 4
Table I presents marginal distributions of the supply of MDsprojected to
1980. It is apparent that proportionately more of the foreign-trainedMDs are
either house staff (interns or residents) or are engaged inhospital-based practice.
Furthermore, simulations of this submodel show that the mostcritical factor
influencing the supply of MDs in the short run is the net migration rateof foreign
medical school graduates. High and low projections for domesticgraduates in
1980 were 14,314 and 13,579 respectively, a difference of lessthan 1,000 MDs per
year. By contrast, the assumptionof a continuation of the recent historical net
immigration rate of 9 percent versus projection of no netgrowth in the number of
FMGs yielded a difference of 80,000 in the projected totalstock of MDs by 1980.
2.4. Physician Services Submodel
The physician services submodel treats theinteractions between consumers
and physicians and, accordingly, provides thelinkage between the population of
individuals and population of physicians. It consistsof three components treating:
(1) the demand for outpatient physician visits;(2) the supply of such visits, and
the derived demand for full-timeequivalent RNs, LPNs, technicians, and other
office aides; and (3) the market interactions ofsupply and demand for services via
price adjustment.
2.4.1. Dernandfor outpatient physician services.Several alternative approaches
to formulating and estimatingthe demand for physician services wereconsidered.
One was to assume that the elasticity ofdemand is constant across all consumer
subpopulatioflS and types of servicesand estimate a single demand equation.
The other extreme of those considered wasto allow the elasticities to vary across
each stratum, requiring the estimationof a separate demand equation foreach
population groups and service type. Inorder to implement our prototypemodel a
combination of both approaches was used.Price elasticities of demand were
obtained by "site" (which correspondsapproximately to a doctor's specialty)
For example, of the total FMG populationin the U.S. as of December 31, 1970, 5,972(10.4
percent) were born in the United States.See: American Medical Association (1971).
Also, of the 12,072 FMGs who entered theU.S. during 1966-1968, 2,100 (17.4 percent)entered
without visa and most of these were U.S. nativesand naturalized citizens. See Butter (1971).
tOur current procedure is admittedlyarbitrary and high priority is assigned torevising it. This
may be done by having a high fractionof the new arrivals go into residency andinternship, then even-
tually having many of these leave the U.S.and others transfer to patient care andother professional
activities. Our treatment of FMGs would thenparallel that of U.S. graduates.
See: Butter(197l).
415via a single regressionover all individualswho reporteda doctor visit inthe previous two weeks inthe 1967 HealthInterview Survcy(I-I IS). The interceptsof the demand equationsfor each populationgroup were then adjustedto predict the correspondingannual rate ofdoctor visitsper person obscrvedin 1969. The demandequations may beexpressed formallyas follows:
(1)
DOCVISJk,UII
where DOCVISd isthe quantity ofvisits demandedper person inyear t, PDOC is the price per visit,CRDOC is thecoinsurance rate (orthe fraction ofthe price paid out-of-pocket),a represents theintercept adjustedto fit themean rates of utilization in 1969and fJ is theelasticity of demand.The subscriptsare: age 1, sexj, race k, incomeI, site m, andyear t.
Prices vary bysites andyear. Health insuranceis representedby exogenous coinsurance rates thatvary by age andyear.
The subpopulationsof consumersby which thedemands varyare based on the following attributesubdivisions
= ijkhn{OCrnt)RDUfl
The demands forphysician visitsat specified sitesare as follows:









Hospital BasedClinics andOther Sources
Hospital clinics(HOSCLI)
Hospitalemergency rooms(HOSEMER) Telephone, home,other (TELHOM)
The estimatesof theelasticity ofdemand withrespect to price,flwere
obtained fromregression analysisusing thefollowing linearspecification: DOCV1S= f (Price, Income,Age, Sex,Condition),
416
Age Sex Race Iatnilv Income 0-56-l6 Male White Under 5,O00 17-2425-34 Female Other
S5,000-$1O,000 35-44 45-54
Over l0,00O 55-64 65-74
75+where 1)OCVlSis the number of patient visits demanded per year from SiteHi,
Price is the cost of the most recent visit to the physician at site in, Income is the
annual income of the person's household, Age is the person's age in years, Sex
is a binary variable which takes the value 1ii the etson is female and1)otherwise
Each of the four condition binary variables takes the value Iif the person has at
least one chronic condition and has some activity limitation, and is 0 otherwise.
Multiple variables are included to measure the severity of the condition in terms
of activity limitation.
Table 2 presents the regression results for site I (i.e., visits to general practice
physicians). The three sets of estimates it contains illustrate the importance of
including condition in demand equations for medical services. Set C shows that
the condition variables alone have a significant positive influence on demand. It
is apparent from Set A that price has the expected negative effect on demand,
while income has the expected positive effect. Set B shows that deleting the con-
ditions variables results in a negative iticorne elasticity. The results also show that
while age is a proxy for conditions, it is much better to directly represent conditions.
TABLE 2
DEMAND FOR P-Iys!ciAN OFlics\1tsIisTO GF'ERAL PRACrICF Piisll!.As
Specification
* Condition 2liii + chronic conditions, but no limitation of activity, 0 otherwise.
Condition 3 = lift + chronic conditions, with limitation but not in majoractivity, 0 otherwise.
Condition4 = Iif I + chronic conditions, with limitation in amount or kind of major activity,
0otherwise.
Condition5 = IifI +chronic conditions, and unab!e to carry on major activity.0otherwise.
Our initial estimates of the price elasticity arequite low, ranging from 0.02
to 0.20. This may be due, in part, tothe use of gross prices rather than prices
net of health insurance benefits, andthe fact that the price data pertains to the most
recent visit. Nevertheless, ourestimates correspond closely to those reported by
other investigators.*
* Sec Newhouse and Phelps(1974).
417
SetA SetB Set C
All Variables NoConditions Conditions Only
Cod i-Ratio Elas Coel L-RatiO Elas Coeft-J(atio
Age 0.004 1.23 0.021 0.046 16.73 0.246
Sex 1.036 8.21 0.851 6.58
Price 0.0231.310.0200.028-1.520.024
Income 0.017 1.21 00180.018- 1.280L019
Condition2* 2.230 14.36 2.379 16.68
Condition3 4.314 14.16 4.544 15.63
Condition4 4.459 18.96 4.703 22.77
Condition5 7.012 18.21 6.843 19.41
Constant 3.835 4.838 4.473
R-Squared 0.1146 0.0461 0.1061
FStatistic 118.20730 88.24892 2 16.72010
Standard Error 5.23891 5.43649 5.26282
Numberof 7312.0 7312.0 7312.0
ObservationsI
Table 3 provides an example ofoutput generated by themodel. Sincespace limitationS do not permit us to present thejoint distribution ofphysicianservices demands, it gives a marginal distributionby income and sitefor 1970. 2.4.2. Supp!t' of physician sert.icesand the derii'ed demandbr cittcilkirvper. sonnet. The aggregate supply of physicianvisits by specialtyis the productof the number of such physicians in ofilce-basedpractice times theproductivity ofthe average physician in each specialty.Productivity dependsfirst on whetherthe physician is in groupor non-group practicc.There arc 14specialties andthe group-solo distinction, giving 28types of physicians for whichseparate functions are maintained to treat the supply ofservices and the demandfor aides. Given mode of practice,productivity for a giventype of specialistdependsott average annual hours of physician inputand average numberof nurses,technicians, and other aides employed.The output of visits isrelated to theinputs of physician hours and the threetypes of aides by estimatedproduction functions.Physician hours are currently exogenoustThe number of eachtype of aide demanded depends on wages, prices,and visits. Sinceaides demandedand Visitssupplied are endogenous, this givesa system of four simultaneous
structural equationsfor each specialty determiningthe quantities demandedfor threetypes of aides and the quantity of visitssupplied. The reducedform equationstherefore yieldnurses demanded, techniciansdemanded, secretariesdemanded, and visitssupplied, as linear functions ofthe productwages (i.e., wages relativeto output price)of nurses, technicians, andsecretaries, and hoursof physician input.
(2) N5iik + fLJk' VAGEcJPDOCJk+. DOCHOUR.
where Nd is aidesdemanded (or visitssupplied), WAGEis the wagerate in dollars per week, and DOCHOURis the numberof physicianhours devotedto medical practice Thesubscripts are:manpower type i, specialtyj,and practicetype k. The developmentof the currentversion of the supplyof physicianservices sector has drawnheavily uponwork on anotherstudy of theeconomics of private medicalpractice---inc1uding,jitter alia. thecomparison ofgroup and solo forms of practice.The equationsexpressing thedemand for aideswere derived from estimates byIntriligator andKehrer (1973).The productionfunction estimates were adapted fromestimates by Kimbelland Lorant (1972).These twosources of estimates wereused to synthesizeour current version. 2.4.3. Priceadjustment procedures.The basicassumption underlyingour price adjustmentprocedures is thatphysician servicesmarkets are typicallyin a
* The
non-group physicianclassification isdominated by solophysicians, and hereafterwill be
described as "solo"for brevity;logically the setcontains two-manpartnerships and informal
associations."
t Annualsurveys of physicianhours and incomesby Medical Economics,Inc. have shown
remarkably stablehours. However,as S'i,.,i t1974)has recently shown,it will be feasibleto make
physician h",..
'::,re versions ofthe model. Thproject was conducted
jointly by theHuman Resources
Research Center of theUniversity
of Sout'jern
California and theCenter for Health
Services Researchand Development ofthe American
Medical Association,
pursuant to ContractNo. HSM I10-70-354 with theHealth Services and Mental
Health Administration,

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0state of disequilibrium, with gradual adjustments infees in the directionof equilib. rium.* When there is growth in thequantities of visits demandedrelative toquan- tities supplied, there will be an accelerationin the inflation of fees.When thereis a slower growth in visits demanded than in visitssupplied, there will bea retardation in the tate of price inflation.
The basic form of the price adjustmentequations for the firstseven aggregate types of specialists is :t
(3) PDOCm:+i CPDOCm1 + /J(DOCVlS,- DOCVlS),
where PDOCmI is the price chargedby specialty rn inyear 1, DOCV1Sis the aggregate quantity of visits demandedfrom specialty?fl in year t,DOCVIS is the aggregate quantity ofvisits supplied by specialtyni in year.- I is the fractional rate at which feeswill grow whenequilibrium obtains,and /3 is the adjustment factor whichgoverns the speed of fee adjustmentduring periodsof disequilibrium.
The,'s were estimated fromthe mean rate ofchange observedin the physician fee component ofthe Consumer PriceIndex over the period1960-1970. The speed adjustmentcoefficient, /3, was specifiedat alternative valuesand sen- sitivity studieswere performed to find thebest calibration4
2.4.4.Linkages between thephysician services submode'land the rest ofthe HRRC model. Thephysician servicessubmodel is linkedto the rest of theHRRC microsimulation model by sixchannels: (1) thepopulation of individualsgenerated by the consumersubmodel drives thedemographic variablesin the demandfor physician office visits; (2)the physiciansubmodel provides thenumbers of office- based physicians byspecialty, whichinfluences the supplyof physician visits;(3) inhospital visits byphysicians in office-basedpractice are takenfrom inpatient days generated inthe hospital servicessubmodel; (4) outpatientvisits to hospital clinics andemergency rooms aregenerated in thephysician servicessubmodel for input to thehospital servicessubmodel; (5)wages of RNs, LPNs,technicians and secretariesenter the physicianservices submodelfrom the healthmanpower submodel; and (6)the physician officedemands for theseaides, generated inthe physicianservices submodel,are inputs to the healthmanpower submodel.
Our data didnot permit us to exploitrecently developedtechniques for estimatingprice ad-
justments in marketsassumed to be indisequilibria, althoughadditional work to generatetime series may permit us to doso. See Gotdfeld andQuandt t1973) andFair and Jaffee t1972). t The remainingcategory of privatepractitioners includespsychiatrists, radiologists,pathologists
and anesthesiologists.They are of eitherperipheral interest (viL,psychiatrists), or provideservices with poorly defined patientvisits. No feeadjustment is thereforesimulated instead theexogenous trends
in fees currently
determine supply anddemand behavior.Eventually, these types willbe treated dif-
ferently. Hospitalclinics andemergency rooms usecomparatively smallamounts of total hospital manpower and otherresources, Accordingly,we assume that thepricing policies of theseoutpatient
sources of care aredetermined largelyon the basis of theoverall hospital financialcondition. The aggregate demands foroutpatient visits fromthese sourcestherefore determine theamounts transacted
with exogenouslyset prices (i.e., chronic
excess demand canpersist in this sector withoutfee increases).
This may needrevision for tong-runprojections but isdeemed adequate forthe current prototype
version of the model.
The speed adjustment
coefficients are theonly parameters inthe model whichare not estimated bydassical techniques,and they constitutefewer than one-tenthof one percent of allparameters in the
model.
4202.5. Hospital Services Submodel
The hospital services submodel, which treats the interactions between con-
sumers and hospitals, consists of three components:(l) the demand for inpatient
days;(2) the supply of such services, and the derived demands for full-time equiva-
lent RNs, LPNs, allied health professionals, and non-professional personnel
and (3) the resulting price and capacity adjustments over time.
2.5.1. Demand for hospital services. The procedure for estimating the hospital
services demand equations is similar to that presented above for outpatient
physician services, with the exception that separate equations are employed to
predict admissions rates and the mean lengths of stay.
That is, demands depend on the price of hospital care and health insurance
coverage. The price of hospital care (total charges per day) varies by type of hos-
pital and year. Health insurance is represented by coinsurance rates that vary by
age, type of hospital, and year. The product of the (gross) price and the coinsurance
rate yields net prices, which vary by age, type of hospital, and year. The demand
for hospital admissions in year t is:
ADMd
ijkcsml jcsm[(1H0Smr)(CRH0Sirfl,
where ADMd is the quantity demanded, P1-lOS is the gross price, CRHOS is the
coinsurance rate,represents the intercept adjusted to fit the base rate of utilization,
and J3 is elasticity of demand. The subscripts are: age i, sexj, race k, condition c,
surgical treatment s, hospital type in, and year t. The mean length of stay per hos-
pital admission involves a similar relationship:
ALS1j&csm = ij*cm[(PHOSmz)(CRF10S ..'fljiJjc '
where the elasticity of demand /1 is specific to age, sex, and condition. The expected
number of patient days per person per year is given by the product of admissions
and length of stay.
The relevant attribute subdivisions of the population of consumers are:
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Age Sex Race Condition Surgery
0-5Male WhiteINFEC(infections and parasitic Yes
6-16FemaleOther diseases) No
17-24 MALIG(neoplasms and diseases of
25-34 the nervous system)
35-44 HEART(circulatory, respiratory and
45-54 digestive disorders)
55-64 BIRTH(pregnancies and compli-
65-14 cations due to pregnancy)
75 + BONES(musculoskeletal injuries
and diseases)
OTHER(all other conditions)The sites providing inpatient hospital careare:
Short- term




















An extensive regressionstudy was performedon the 1967 Health Interview Survey (HIS) hospitalfile in order to estimatedemand equations forthe length of stay of patients inshort-term hospitals. Whilethe HIS hospital filecontains over 12,000 useableresponses, stratifications accordingto the full joint distribution of demographiccharacteristics, conditions,etc.. would yieldmany cells with very few observations.Consequently, it was decidedto divide the sample intoóOgroups according to theattributes age (5),sex (2), and condition (6), andto estimate the following demandequation for eachgroup:
ALSf (Net Price, Income,Surgery),
where ALS is theaverage length of stay indays, Net Price is theprice per day of hospital carenet of insurance benefits,and Surgery isa binary variable which takes the value Iif the hospitalepisode involvedone or more surgical operations (zero otherwise)Table 4 presentsthe net priceelasticities obtained using1967 HIS data. All51 elasticitieswere negative__anexceedingly unlikelyevent if the true distributionwere centered onzero.
The coinsurancerates employedare based onextraneous estimates of how they have variedwith ageover time. Thismeans primarily that thosepersons age 65 and over paida substantially lowercoinsurance rate after Medicarewas Introduced Recall thatin simulationthe net price iscalculated by multiplying the price charged byhospitals by thecoinsurance rate foreach age group,
422TABLE 4
ESUMATED NET PRICE ELAsrIclTIFo DEMANo
FOR LENGTH OF STAY IN .SIIORT-TERM HOSPITALS
RankCondition, Age. Sex Elasticities
IOther. 65+, Female -0.018
2Malig, 63+. Female -0.029
3mIce, 5-14. Female -0030
4Bones, 15-44, Female -0.040
5Malig, 15 44, Female -0.046
6Heart, 0-5, Male -0.051
7Other, 15-44, Female -0.058
8MaUg, 44- 64, Female -0.059
9Bones, 44-64, Male -0.062
tOBones. 15-44, Male -0.062
iiMalig, 65+, Male - 0.063
12Heart, 5-14, Female -0.063
13Heart, 15-44, Male -0.066
14Heart, 65+, Female --0.067
ISHeart, 15-44, Female -0.070
16Infec, 65+, Male -0.070
17Heart, 0-5, Female -0.070
18Other, 15-44, Male -0.071
19Heart, 65+, Male -0.073
20Bones, 44-64, Female -0.075
21Mal!g, 5-14, Male -0.076
22Heart, 44-64. Female -0.080
23lnfec.0-S, Mate -0085
24Malig, 44-64, Male -0.085
25Infec. 15-44, Female -0.085
26Malig, 0-5. Female -0.089
27Heart, 44-64, Male --0.089
28Other, 4-4-64, Female -0.092
29Infec. 44-64, Female -0.092
30Heart, 5-14. Male -0.094
31Other, 0-5, Female -0.099
32Bones. 65+, Female -0.099
33Bones, 5-14, Male -0.101
34Bones, 0-5, Female -0.103
35Other, 5-14, Male -0.104
36Bones, 0-5, Male -0105
37Infec, 65+, Female --0.108
38Pooled Regression -0.110
39Other, 0-5, Male -0.116
40Birth. 15-44, Female -0.117
41Malig, 0-5, Male -0.119
42Other. 65+, Male -0.122
43Other, 5-14, Female -0.127
44Bones, 5-14, Female -0.137
45Malig, 15-44, Mate -0.139
46Other. 44-64, Mate -0.160
47lnfec, 5-14, Male -0.203
48Malig. 5-14, Female -0.235
49Bones, 654-, Mate -0.237
50Infec, 44-64, Male -0.258
51Infee, 15-44, Male -0.258
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Estimates of the price elasticity of demand for short-termhospital adnijssjons* are difficult to obtain from micro data for two reasons. Firstonly thoseindividuals with specific diseases or conditions are likelyto require hospitalcare, and con- ditions are not well ecrahhshed for individualswho do not tecejvetreatment Second, data are not collectedon the net price of hospital care facitig
individuals who are not hospitalized. Accordingly,we employed 0.46, one valueobtained by M. Feldstein from an analysis ofaggregate time series data,as the estimated
price elasticity of admissions in equationset (4).t
Tables 5--7 present marginal distributionsby age of the admissionsaverage length of stay, and total patient days instate and local, voluntary,proprietary, and federal short-term hospitalspredicted by theprototype model for1970. The demand for short-term hospitalservices is strongly relatedto the age structure of the population. With fewexceptions, hospital utilizationincreases almost monotonically with age, The aged have higheradmission rates (i.e.. theProbability of at least one hospital episode increaseswith age). The likelihoodof c-xpericncing multiple episodes also increaseswith age. Moreover, theaverage length of stay per episode increases substantially withage.
2.5.2. Supply of hospital.seri'ices and (lie derired demandfor nianpowe,'. Inthe short run variations in thedemand for hospitalservices are reflectedthrough changes in theoccupancy rate of hospitals. For example,occupancy increased in response to Medicare and Medicaid,and later decreased in therecession of 1970. Accordingly, we have structuredthe hospital submodelso that quantity of patient days (PD) is determinedby demand forany given year. HospitalOccupancy (0CC) is computedas the ratio of average patient daysdemanded to the predeter- mined number of hospitalbeds (BEDS). Duringthe followingyear adjustments take place in both theprice of hospitalservices and the capacityof hospital facilities.
The demands for fourtypes of hospitalmanpower are derived from the demand for hospitalservices, The categoriesRN's and LPN'sare well defined, while allied healthpersonnel constitutean aggregation of heterogeneousoccupa- tions with varyingamounts of professional training.Other personnel haveskills which are not specificto the health caresystem (e.g., clericalpersonnel) or have less than one year offormal training (e.g.,"irses aides). Themanpower demand
* The basic dataSources employed in theestimation of hospital demanddo not contain information on the demand for long-termfacilities In view of thisdifficulty, one approachwould have been to omit long-term care entirelyfrom our prototypemodel. While the numberof patients in Psychiatric, long- term general and chronicdisease hospitals, andskilled nursing homes islarge, manpower intensityis Considerably lower in suchfacilities than inshort-term hospitals. On theother hand, the rapid changes in this sectorover the past decadeargues in favor of including itin the prototype model--eventhough it could not be aff'rdedthe same treatnientas the short-term hospitalsector. Accordingly, although this sector was treatedas exogenous, historicaldata were employedon the number of patient days provided by psychiatriclong-term general andchronic disease hospitals,and skilled nursing homes. Projecttrends of thcvariables were used insimulations beyond theperiod for which historicI data are asailableThis approach allowsthe changingutiliatjon of long-termcare facilities to have an impact on the demand forhealth manpl'ern experiments conductedwith the model. However,we plan to explorevarious avenues forincoprorat ing behavioral
content into specifications of the demand for the different formsof long.tenncare.
f See: Feldstein (1971).
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ITABLE 5
ADMISSIONS TO SHORT TERM HOSPITAtS DURING1970 (IN tEN THQUSANI)S)
Age Govt Vol Puu) Fed
Age of Patient by Ownership of Hospital
Total
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0-5 75.0 220.9 13.9 12.6 3224 6-16 60.9 239.6 18.5 12.9 331.9 17-24 102.! 250.3 22.7 27.8 402.8 2534 99.1 336.1 26,9 22.0 484.1 35-44 82.1 248.8 27.9 16.0 374.8 45-54 87.8 291.6 27.5 30.0 437.0
55-64 72.0 260.3 25.8 15.9 374.0
65-74 82.4 247.3 26.5 8.7 364.9
75+
-
63.3 230.7 26.4 11.0 331.4
Total 724.8 2325.7 216.0 156.9 3423.4
0-5 23.3 68.5 4.3 3.9 100.0
6-16 18.3 72.2 5.6 3.9 100.0
17-24 25.4 62.1 5.6 6.9 100.0
25-34 20.5 69.4 5.6 4.5 100.0
35-44 21.9 66.4 7.4 4.3 100.0
45-54 - 20.! 667 6.3 6.9 100.0
55-64 19.3 69.6 6.9 4.3 100.0
65-74 22.6 67.8 7.3 2.4 100.0
75-i- 19.1 69.6 8.0 3.3 100.0
Total 21.2 67.9 6.3 4.6 100.0
0-5 10.3 9.5 6.4 8.0 9.4
6-16 8.4 10.3 8.6 8.2 9.7
17-24 14.1 10.8 10.5 17.7 11.8
25-34 13.7 14.5 12.5 14.0 14.1
35-44 11.3 10.7 12.9 10.2 10.9
45-54 12.1 12.5 12.7 19.1 12.8
55-64 9.9 11.2 11.9 10.1 10.9
65-74 11.4 10.6 12.3 5.5 10.7
75+ 8.7 9.9 12.2 7.0 9.7
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
0-5 3.5 10.2 0.6 06 14.9 21697.
6-16 1.4 5.3 0.4 0.3 7.4 45039.
17-24 3.7 9.0 0.8 1.0 14.4 27952.
25-34 4.1 13.9 1.1 0.9 20.0 24179
35-44 3.6 10.9 12 0.7 165 22733.
45-54 3.8 12.5 1.2 1.3 18.7 23370.
55-64 3.8 13.9 1.4 0.8 19.9 18765.
65-74 6.6 19.9 2.1 0.7 29.4 12417.
75+ 8.1 29.6 3.4 1.4 42.5 7789.
Total 3.6 11.4 1.1 0.8 16.8 203941.
Rates per 100 Persons
Age Govt Vol Prop Fed Total Population
Row Percentage Table
Vol Prop Fed Toial
Column Percentage Table
Age Govt Vol Prop Fed Total
Age GovtTABLE 6
equations take the following form:




where N represents the number of full-timeequivalent personnel in eachcategory
demanded by the hospital, PD is theamount of patient days producedper year, OPV is the number of outpatient visits,BIRTHS is the number ofnew born
patients, SLJRG is the number of surgicaloperations performed, WAGErep- resent indices of the wages paid to eachcategory of hospital personnel, andTIME is a time trend to takeaccount of variations in manpower demandnot already explained by wages and casemixmeasures. It should be emphasizedthe co- efficients c represents both the"own" and "cross" wage elasticities(e.g., for the first category of healthmanpower c1 corresponds to theown wage and e2, :3, r4 refer to wages paid to othertypes of manpower).
Once manpower demand hasbeen determined, thecost of providing hospital
care is calculated from labor andnonlabor costs. An identity isused to calculate labor Costs per patient day(ALC):
ALC
PD
and nonlaho, costsper patient day (ANLC)are coniputedIrom the following equation:
- ASSETS SUR ANLC =+ fi. 0CC + y. + .+
- BEDS+
'
BIRTHS OPV + +
whereNi/BEDS is thenumber of personnelper bed (i.e., manpower intensity), the averagewage paid to hospitalemployees (W) andASSETS/BEDS is the value of capital assets (plantand equipment)per hospital bed. Averagecost per patient day (AC) is thesum of ALC and ANLC.
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G
AvERAcILimn (STAY ISitoki1I.RM HOSPiTAl S1)tao,1970
Age of Patient by Ownership of Hospital
Age Govt Voi Prop Fed
0-5
6-16
17-24 4.7 4.8 4.5 12.0
25-34 6.0 5.6 4.3 1 7.8
35-44 7.7 7.6 6.4 21.2
45-54 9.2 8.8 6.8 19.2
55-64 11.5 11.3 9.4 25.9
65-74 12.2 14.1 12.6 27.9
75+ 17.6 14.9 10.8 21.6Age
TABLE 7
PAIlINT D,kvs AT SUOR1 TIRM liosi'i tALS Dup.IN(; 1970 (iuN Tnr)usANI)S)
Age of Patient by Ownership of hospital















17-24 475.9 1201.4 103.1 332.2 2112.7
25-34 595.9 1885.5 116.1 390.4 2987.9
35-44 630.9 1884.3 178.7 338.6 3032.6
45-54 809.0 2579.8 187.3 577.9 4153.9
55-64 827.9 2951.1 242.7 412.5 4434.1
65-74 1008.1 3499.4 334.8 243.1 5085.4
75+ 1114.4 3437.9 285.5 238.6 5076.3
Total 6437.4 19591.1 1559.0 2662.3 30249.7
0-S 29.5 65.0 2.7 2.8 100.0
6-16 28.3 62.8 3.9 5.0 100.0
17-24 22.5 56.9 4.9 15.7 100.0
25-34 19.9 63.1 3.9 13.1 100.0
35-44 20.8 621 5.9 11.2 100.0
45-54 19.5 62.1 4.5 13.9 100.0
55-64 18.7 66.6 5.5 9.3 100.0
65-74 19.8 68.8 6.6 4.8 100.0
75+ 22.0 67.7 5.6 4.7 100.0
Total 21.3 64.8 5.2 8.8 100.0
0-5 8.1 5.8 3.1 1.8 5.8
6-16 7.1 5.2 4.0 3.0 5.3
17-24 7.4 6.1 6.6 12.5 7.0
25-34 9.3 9.6 7.4 14.7 9.9
3544 9.8 9.6 11.5 12.7 10.0
45-54 12.6 13.2 12.0 21.7 13.7
55-64 12.9 15.1 15.6 15.5 14.7
65-74 15.7 17.9 21.5 9.1 16.8
75+ 17.3 17.5 18.3 9.0 16.8
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
0-5 23.9 52.6 2.2 2.2 81.0 21697.
6-16 10.! 22.4 1.4 1.8 35.7 45039.
17-24 17.0 43.0 3.7 11.9 75.6 27952.
25-34 24.6 78.0 4.8 16.1 123.6 24179.
35-44 27.8 82.9 7.9 14.9 133.4 22733.
45-54 34.6 110.4 8.0 24.7 177.7 23370.
55-64 44.1 1573 129 22.0 23&3 18765.
65-74 81.2 281.8 27.0 19.6 409.6 12417.
75+ l43. 441.4 36.7 30.6 651.7 7789.
Total 31.6 96.1 7.6 13.1 148.3 203941.
Rates per 100 Persons
Age Govt Vol. Fed Total Population
Row PercentageTable
Age Govt Vol Prop Fed Total
Column Percentage Table
Age Govt Vol Prop Fed TotalThe average price charged for inpatient hospitalcare per day (PHOS)
represented as a markup over average totalcost, with adjustme5for the fact Outpatient services account for a portion of hospitalcosts:
OPV PLIOS=fiOCC -i- y AC +
The occupancy rate is included to explainvariations in hospitalprices which have not already been taken intoaccount through average cost. Thatis, ascapacjt is approached the markup of pricesover average cost will grow.
The number of hospital beds in thenext period (year) 15 determinedby:
(10) BEDS,1 =a+fJ.PD,
which implies that each type of hospitalhas a desii-edoccupancy rate. Ifpatient days exceed that rate, additionalcapacity will be forthcomingin Succeeding years.
2.6. The Non-Ph t'sician MwzpoiterSuhnode/
As described above, the modelcalculates thequantities of RNs, LPN5 allied health professionals andother Personnel demandedby 28 types ofphysician practices and 16 types of hospitals.The sum over thesetypes of providers yields the aggregate demands for the4 categories of healthmanpower. Theseaggregate demands are then ready for inputinto the markets for healthmanpower The interaction of the demand andsupply for each type ofmanpower results in changes in wage rates, which,in turn, affect labor forceparticipation rates.* 2.6.1.Supplyof non-physicianmanpower. The population ofRNs is updated in a similarmanner to the procedures describedabove for thepopulations of consumers and physicians. Mortalitydecreases the stock oftrained RNs, while new graduates and the netimmigration of foreignnurses increase the stock. Inthe prototype the number ofgraduates from schools ofnursing in the U.S. isan exogenous policy variable whichcan be set at various levelsto simulate the consequences of achievinga particular manpower goal.
Participation rate equationswere estimated from annualtime-series on RNs aggregjted into sixage groups. The equationswere taken from another HRRC study involving thespecification, estimationand simulation ofan econometric model of the nursemarket.t
Considerable attentionwas devoted to the supplyof physicians andnurses in developing theprototype model. However--owingprimarily to data limitations it was not possibleto perform detailedanalyses of the supply ofother health professionals Nevertheless,there are no technicalreasons why the methodology used to generate thesupplies of physiciansand nurses couldnot he applied to other healthmanpower occupationsMoreover, the 1970Census providesa more recent data base forfurther research inthis area. Thecurrent procedure used to estimate thenumber of active LPNsand allied healthprofessjo,ls available
As in the case ofphsicians the proioypemodel does not yet containequationswhichrelate dgcs to the demand brtraining. Howeser, inviewof the high proportion ofmacuse working-age femaes in theseoccupations, itdoesnot Ignore the link betweenwages andlaborforce Darticipatiop t SDeane and Yeti (1973),and for a detailedexplanation olthis specificationsee Deane (19731
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(9)
Ifor employment by the institutions included in the model involves subtracting
individuals employed by other institutions (e.g., public health agencies) from the
estimated total employment figures over the historical period and from projections
ot the expected supply in future years.
The model also contains a category, "other personnel," which is composed
of individuals who have skills that arc not specific to the health care system (e.g.,
clerical personnel). The health service institutions included in the model account
for only a small fraction of the total employment of such personnel. Consequently,
the wage rates paid to these individuals are treated as exogenous to the health
care system. Actual values of the wage rates are used over the historical period,
and extrapolation of previous trends generates projected values.
2.6.2. Wage adjustment procedures. The basic assumption underlying the
wage adjustment procedures is that the markets for RNs, LPNs, and allied health
professionals and technicians are typically in a state ofdisequilihrium, with gradual
adjustments in wages in the direction of equilibrium. When there is growth in
the quantities of manpower demanded relative to quantities supplied, there will
be an acceleration in the inflation of wage rates.
The basic form of the wage adjustment equations for RNs, LPNs. and allied
health professionals is:
(12) WAGE, + WAGE1, + /3. (N- Nt,)
where WAGE, is the wage paid to the ith type of manpower in year t, N, is the
aggregate quantity of full-time equivalent personnel demanded by physicians
offices and hospitals, is the aggregate quantity supplied by each manpower
cohort of type i,, -1 is the fractional rate at which wage rates will grow ifequilib-
rium is reached, andis the adjustment factor which governs the speed of wage
adjustments during periods of disequilibrium.
The's were estimated from the mean rate of change observed in the wage
rates paid to personnel over the period 1960-1970. For RNs. LPNs, and allied
health professionals, it is assumed that the wages paid to hospital personnel are
an approximate index of the average earnings of individuals in the occupation.
Given the fact that hospitals account for more than half of the total employment,
this assumption is at least a reasonable first approximation. The speed of adjust-
ment coefficient, fi, was specified at alternative values, and sensitivity studies were
performed to find the best calibration.
3. SIMULATION OF THE MODEL AND PLANS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Although the prototype model is fully operational it has not yet been sub-
jected to a detailed program of experimentation and critical evaluation. Such a
series of tests will no doubt lead to further revisions in estimated parameters and
alternative specifications of some of the structural relationships.
One useful test of the performance of such a model is whether itproduces
the behavior of the system over an historical period. We have performedsuch a
test on our prototype model by beginning the simulation in1960 and examining
the predictions to 1970. Table 8 presents the results for several key variables genera-
ted by the hospital services submodel in this run.*
'For a more detailed summary of the results see Yell. Drabek. Iritriligatorand Kimbell (forth-
comings
429TABLE 8
HOSPITAL MANPOWER AND HISSPITALCosisFOR1966AND1968k
ModelHistoricalModelHistoricalModelHistoricalModelHistorical Predicted Estimates Predicted EstimatesPredicted EstimatesPredicted Estimates
Registered 70 61 259 248 15 16 29 24 Nurses (1968)
Licensed Practical 31 37 87 100 8 12 Nurses (1968)
TotalPersonnel375 352 1130 1104 76 77 49 155 (1966)
Labor Cost Per 30.69 29.41 33.78 29.89 28.41 23.30 28.58 30.07 Patient Day
(1966)
Non-labor Cost22.35 16.69 23.61 19.05 28.49 23.30 13.79 6.55 Per Patient
Day (1966)
Average Cost Per53.10 46.10 57.40 48.94 57.06 46.60 42.41 37.62 Patient Day
(1966)
Price Per Patient32.87- 46.67 47.42 53.26 49.09 Day (1966)
* Historicalestimates for RNs and LPNsare derived from the publisheddata from the 1968 Survey of Nursing Personnelin Hospitals. See U.S.Bureau of Health ManpowerEducation (1970). The estimates for 1966are taken from the AHA AnnualSurvey of Hospitals. See:American Hospital Association (August, 1967).Manpower data areexpressed in thousands whilecost and price data are in dollars.
With respect to hospitalmanpower demand, the modelprojected an increase in demand for alltypes of personnel_...thelargest being for LPNsand non-medical personnel. The modelapparently overstates hospitalemployment in 1960, and, consequently, it understatesthe growth in suchempIoyment.....spjally in the later years of thatdecade.
As indicated by thehistorical data, the increasein hospital utilizationaccounts for only a smallfraction of increasein the demand forhospitalmanpower (i.e., substantial increases havebeen observed inpersonnel per patient day).Also, the composition of the hospitalpatient populationshows offsetting effectsamong the various casemixcategories. An increase inout-patient visits per patientday leads to increased demandfor personnel,while a decrease insurgical operationsper patient day reducesthe demand forpersonnef Consequentlyattempts to improve the models abilitytforecast hospitalmanpower demands shouldprobably focus upon new specificationswith regard tothe relationshipbetween hospital personnel wage rates and changesin the price ofhospital care. As shown in Table8, the laborand non-laborcost equations perform well, yielding accuratepredictions of hospitalcosts. Further improvementsin the manpower demandrelationships shouldlead to even betterresults in the future. The performanceof the priceadjustment relationshipsvaries by type of hospital Theequations forgovernmenand proprietary hospitalsperform




Governmental Voluntary Proprietary Federalbest in the post-Medicare period, while those for voluntary hospitals track the
pre-Medicare period, but understate the rise in hospital prices in later years.
These equations are dependent on the hospital cost equations discussed above,
and future improvements in the prediction of hospital costs will yield better
prediction of hospital prices.
One problem we repeatedly encountered in seeking to evaluate the "historical"
run is that consistent time-series data are not available for several variables at the
degree of disaggregation contained in the model.* In some cases surveys have not
been taken except in a few years. In other cases, variable definitions and sampling
procedures have changed. Consequently, only an assessment of the overall per-
formance of the model is possible at this time since it is difficult to separate errors
in prcdiction from the variations which are attributable to data limitations.
After we are satisfied that the prototype model performs well, we plan to use
it to perform three types of experiments. (I) The first type will involve conditional
forecasts of the implications of alternative assumptions about future values of
exogenous variables not subject to significant influence by decision makers, but
which impact substantially on the health care system (e.g., birth rates). These
experiments are needed to help decision makers anticipate future developments
far enough in advance in order to avoid remedial actions that might be necessary
if they fail to foresee these developments (e.g., correcting for excess hospital
maternity care facilities). (2) The second type of experiment will involve policy
alternatives that can be influenced directly, and substantially, by health care
decision makers (e.g., alternative National Health Insurance proposals). These
experiments can assist in the design of more efficient and more equitable health
care provision for the nation. (3) The final type of experiment will relate to the
sensitivity of the model's forecasts to alternative assumptions about major
behavioral hypotheses represented in its estimated parameters. These sensitivity
studies can readily offer conditional forecasts based on parameters other than those
we have programmed.
Numerous potential improvements of our prototype model have already
been identified, and will be implemented readi1yIndeed, it is the low marginal
cost of revision that leads model building efforts generally to display, almost
universally, an evolutionary pattern of development that is not as often observed
with other approaches.
4. SOME PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS
Five preliminary conclusions emerge from the development thus far of the
HRRC Microsimulation Model.
First, demographic information and prices alone are not nearly as effective
in explaining demand for health services as the combinationof demographic
information, prices and health conditions. Health conditions play amajor role
in determining demand for health services, and this role mustbe represented in
* The situation is in sharp contrast to the experience in simulation microeconometric models of
the US. economy, such as the Brookings model which relies on quarterly time-seriesdata sets beginning
in 1952.
tin addition to those described above, see she moredetailed listing given in Yett, Drabek,
Intriligator, and Kimbell (forthcoming).
431the model. Most other analytic studies of the healthsystem, however, donot treat the health status of the population, and hence omita major driving force forthe system.
The second conclusion of the HRRC MicrosjmutatjonModel is theinipor- tance of the distribution of the population for thecomposition of healthservices provided, Thus, for example, a "bulge" in thenumber of women ofchild..bearing age has a significant effect on demands for the servicesof pediatriciansand ob- stetricians, two of the physician specialties explicitlytreated in the HRRCmodel. The third conclusion of the HRRC modelis the importance ofthe foreign medical graduates (FMGs), basedon a simulation study whichexploited the capability of the model to track separatelydomestically trained andforeign trained physicians. The FMGsare important components of the healthcare system especially for hospital staffs, and thenumber of FMGs ismore susceptible to short-run policy choices than thenumbers of domesticallytrained physicians. In fact, the most critical factor influencingthe supply of physiciansin the short-run is the net migration rate of FMGs.A more liberal policy towardFMGs could play a significant role in meeting the demandscreated by National HealthInsurance. The fourth conclusion of theHRRC model is the fundamentalimportan'e to National health Insuranceoutcomes of the productivity ofphysicians and other labor inputs in producingoutpatient and inpatient services.
The fifth major conclusionof the HRRC model is theimportance of organiza- tional factors. Changing themix of practice settings (e.g.,shifts from solo togroup practices), and changing the mixof institutions (e.g., typesof hospitals), can be of considerable significance in evaluatingthe impact of NationalHealth Insurance, Severalofthe National Health Insuranceproposals have taken cognizanceofthis fact by including specificprograms for organizational changes(e.g., use of Health Maintenance Organizations)which can be treated inthe HRRC model. These preliminaryconclusions are basedupon work to date in the develop. ment of the HRRC MicrosirnulationModel. Furtherconclusions, such -as more specific Conclusionsregarding the outcomes ofNational Health Insurancewill be based upon the furtherdevelopment and applicationof the model.
Unjj'ersjgv of Sout/u.'rn Ca!/)r,,jc,and UCL,4
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